Using Cellular Data For Disease Containment and
Information Campaign Strategies In Coronavirus
Pandemic
Using Location Data and AI for Risk Mitigation

COVID-19 – State of Emergency
ContactTracing for pandemics is manual and
not scalable
Locationd Data plays a critical role in
understanding these interactions
Health Agencies are failing to tie location into

interactions in order to scale contact tracing
on a mass level.
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Goals
•

•
•
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Support the flattening of the curve
Get people back to work safely
Ongoing disease & risk management

Reach All Citizens with a Cell Phone
The Foreknow Platform
allows government and
healthcare organizations to
implement a surgical
method of contact tracing
through data collection in
order to:
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Analyze Location
Patterns & Hotspots

Predict Spread For
Containment

Identify At-Risk
Citizens

Secure,
Anonymized,
Protected Data

Disseminate
Information

Stop The Spread
of The Virus

COVID-19 Alert: You have
been contacted because your
device has been near
proximity of another user

Country Use Case: Nigeria, Senegal, and
Mali

In conjunction with WHO and Orange

Telecom data at a country- level,
Foreknow’s predictive analytics was used

to anticipate the spread of the Ebola virus
in at-risk areas through real-time contact

tracing and information campaigns were
triggered to at-risk citizens via SMS text

messages to 200+ million people
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Orange Telecom Provider
Orange Telecom provided anonymous mobile
data records of millions of users in West Africa
(coarse-grained data)
That data was then used to input into our system
understand user's interaction and mobility
A) Map shows connectivity and flow of predicted
mobility of users in the region
B) Black dots map out Telcom tower locations throughout a
specific region
C) Sample location data used:
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Ministry of Health Organizations
With positive cases reported by Ministry of
Health organizations imported into the
system, this information was used to
contract trace specific areas to pinpoint
areas of risk

They were then able to map the high / low areas
of risk representing the biggest areas of risk in
the region and source of the outbreak
historically
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Anticipating The Spread of Ebola
•

Through predictive modeling of anonymized users' mobility data
and health data, countries were able to track in real-time how
regional travel drove the Ebola virus to spread rapidly across the
countries of West Africa
Officials were given a head start on implementing more
effective movement restrictions, dramatically slowing the
spread of the virus within the countries it was utilized
Mobility was not only a major driver epidemic, but also shifted
dramatically in response to the outbreak and being directly
targeted by control policies and information disseminated
Foreknow was able to understand potential routes of spread of
the virus within a country which are critical to national
containment policies, and will strongly influence more regional
spread across borders.

•
•
•
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Detailed aggregated mobility patterns of millions anonymous phone
users on the Orange network 10 in Cote d’Ivoire are shown in here,
information that would be unobtainable through any other means.

Information Campaigns
As part of a massive public awareness effort, in conjunction
with the WHO and local telecom provider Orange Telecom –
our technology was used to send SMS text messages to
citizens in Nigeria, Senegal, and Mali were with proper
protocol recommendations based on their level of
risk/exposure to the virus.
Messages were focused on awareness, restrictions,
prevention, and care for people with Ebola.

The benefits of the messages for implementation of
movement restrictions and further information as an
efficient delivery of interventions on population distributions
as you will see in our results are clear.
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Results – Nigeria, Senegal, and Mali
The World Health Organization described the results of the technology as “a spectacular
success story” containing the disease drastically to:

200+
Million Citizens

29

14

Ebola Cases

Casualties

(Total in Country)
*Nearly 100% contact tracing in some regions
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Foreknow analyzes historical behaviors to
influence future behaviors using AI.

Messages SUBWAY
989-080 We’ve missed you.

Health Data

Here’sThis
a treat
on usis
COVID-19 Alert:
device
receiving an alert because…

Foreknow Contact
Tracing Engine

Location
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Data

Disseminate
Information for
Follow-Up

Patient Receives
Recommendation and
Referred by Healthcare
Organizations

Introducing the Foreknow
Platform.
The world’s first and only platform that
enables predictive modeling for location
data to anticipate and stop the spread of
viruses through contact tracing and
artificial intelligence
Predictive Location
Targeting
Analyze movement
patterns to anticipate
potential infections
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Comprehensive User
Insights

Customizing Data Segments
•
•
•

•
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Import data directly from
Telecom companies & Ministry
of Health
Categorize data using
segmentation
Utilize data fields such as age
group, underlying conditions,
and infection risk-level
Drag and drop segments to a
campaign to determine what
users receive which messaging

Locate, Trace, and Monitor
Create maps and reports to:
• Target at-risk users who have
been exposed at specific
high-risk areas
• Monitor how the virus is
spreading
• Track how citizens are
responding to government
SMS communications and
adhering to quarantine
mandates
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Creating a Message
•
•

•
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Simply enter the message you
want to communicate to at-risk
groups of the population
”High-Risk” individuals –
direct them to contact
healthcare agencies for testing
“Low/Moderate Risk”
individuals – mandate 14 day
self quarantine

Route Users Away From Hotspots
Hotspots

•
•

•
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City space as grids
•
Each layer represents high or low levels of
some particular aspect, including outbreak
hotspots
Each person can decide how much each level •
matters to him/her

Give personalized routes that tells them
which areas to prefer and which to avoid,
solely based on their preferences and the city
data sources
We call this the combined individual layer

Reporting & Analytics
• Hotspot Mapping
• Tracking Public Health SMS

Campaigns to At-Risk Users
• Reporting on How Public
Responds to Quarantine
Mandates
• Identify key outbreak areas to
allocate health resources
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Control Covid-19 While Respecting Privacy
•
•
•
•
•

Utilize Anonymous Location Data from Telecom Companies to Trace
Previous Contacts
Hash data between Telecom Companies and Foreknow Platform
Utilize Trusted Third Party as Intermediary
Voluntary Opt-In For Infected Patients’ Data
Deliver SMS Messaging to Disseminate Information to High/Low Risk
Individuals and Refer To Trusted Third Party for Next Steps
EXAMPLE
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Virus Containment Example Scenario
Day 1:
Subject A has a COVID-19 infection, but
has no symptoms. Subject A continues
about their day from Home, Train, Work,
and Home while exposing other citizens
throughout this time.
Day 2:
Subject A Awakes with fever, report
symptoms and receives confirmation
Positive Covid-19. Subjects B-G that were
closest exposure to Subject A are sent a
message with proper protocol (test
request, self-isolate for 14 days,
decontaminate areas exposed).
Subject H & I (lower risk contacts) sent
message with advice on social distancing
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THANK YOU!
Bobby Stutzman
Phone:

719.728.7004
Email:

bobby@sharplink.co
Website:

http://www.sharplink.co

